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Eminent astrologer & Sadhak Guruji Sri Binoy Maharaj showed his much-acclaimed
dimension of benevolence and humanitarianism yet again. He undertook another great
social welfare initiative and generously supported a voluntary blood donation camp
at Sinthee Shakti Sangha, Baranagar recently
The program attracted about hundreds of blood donors and was also graced by a host
of dignitaries like Sougata Roy, Tapas Roy, Anwar Khan, Lipika Sen, Sudipto Roy,
Dr. Santanu Sen & others.

‘Quiz Time’ launched from the Kanyashree dais

An independent and off the mainstream
patrika to promote world centric knowledge
gathering ‘Quiz Time’ was launched recently
jointly from East-West Midnapur and
Jhargram. At the onset, 30 poets/literary personalities of the district of Dantan of West
Midnapur were felicitated. After that, at
Beliaberia of Gopiballabhpur Block-2 of
Jhargram, at the opening of the Kanyashree
Library the ceremonial launching of the
Jhargram edition of ‘Quiz Time’ was completed. The launching was done by the Additional DM of Jhargram and the Development Officer of Gopiballabhpur Block-2

Kaushik Ghosh. Present on the occasion
were folk culture researcher Dr Madhup
Dey, special advisor and President’s National
Teac her Award winner and Rabindra researcher Dr Vivekananda Chakr abor ty,
Kabir award winner social activist
Muhammad Yasin Pathan educationist
Subrata Mahapatra and the editor of the
patrika Santu Jana. From the same dias 200
girls were presented with a copy of the
patrika. Chief Editor, esteemed poet and quiz
master Mr Jana informed that the patrika
would be availa ble at bookstalls of both
Midnapore’s, Jhargram and Kolkata.

How do you honour a
man who has been the
constant
pillar
of
strength and wisdom in
your life? Who surprised
you and pushed you to
take risks, to explore beyond the norm and voice
your thoughts – strong
and confident. He grew
with you to see the world
through your eyes.
So, what can equate
this rare strength and
love that he instils in
you? Nothing but the
rarest and precious gift
of love. Ra re and precious like your old man,
platinum is the perfect
reflection of the indelible
bond you share with
your Father.
Choose from an array
of designs from men’s
platinum
collection
which includes bold, understated, and classic designs of platinum bracelets and chains. The
stunning collection is
crafted keeping in mind
the modern men who are
ahead of the curve. The
designs are inspired by
geometrical shapes and
patterns. From classic
chains to rings and
bracelets, each piece is
designed to the suit the
sensibilities of a discerning man like your father.
Availability: Leading
retailers have a platinum
counter at their stores.
Please
visit
–
www.preciousplatinum.in
to get additional information on designs and
locate a platinum authorised retailer near
you.
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(L-R) Sanjoy Mukherjee; Principal Secretary, Ujjwal
Biswas; Minister of Correctional Administration, Arun
Kumar Gupta; OSD & Ex-Officio DG & IG and on the extreme right is Sanjay Jhunjhunwala; Chairman, Director & Founder of Turtle Ltd at the inauguration of the Tailor Training Initiative taken by Turtle Ltd in association
with The Department of Correctional Administration,
Government of West Bengal--Arijit Ganguly
Confined lives found a new Presidency Correctional
route to survive with honour Home only to empower their
and take pride on what they incarcerated lives. The iniwill be producing. Turtle tiative happened in associaLimited, the brand known for tion with the dept. of Correcits finesse in apparel making, tional Administration, Govtoday launched a noble ini- er nment of West Beng al.
tiative in forms of Tailor Ujjwal Biswas, Minister of
Training for the inmates of Correctional Administra-

Boiron launches pre-medicated homeopathic medicines

Boiron India has launched
pre-medicated standardised
homeopathic medicines for
the first time in India. The
initiative will boost homeopathy standards and ensure
patients have access to high
quality and reliable homeopathic products.
Available globall y, the
pre-medicated globules in
innovative packaging provides superior quality, convenience and experience
compared to traditional homeopathy products. The
globules are manufactured
in-house with a twoweeklong process and a proprietary technology to ensure uniform size, layered

formation and optimal porosity for retention of the dilution. A proprietary triple
medication system ensures
uniform absorption of the dilution to the core of the globules. This innovative global
product called ‘Boiron
Tubes’ provides the homeopathic remedies in an innovative delivery system.
Boiron Tubes provide patients with ease-of-use&
guaranteed delivery of the
right dose. Prashant Surana,
MD, Boiron India said, “We
are introducing medicated
globules in the form of
Multidose Tubes and Single
Dosages which are made in
France and offer the highest

level of standardisation and
convenience
to
the
patients.Indian patients and
practitioners will tend to
benefit from such high-quality offerings that includes
evidence-based products
with reproducible results.
The same product is available in US and Europe at
much higher price.” Mr
Surana said, “Ever since our
inception, our mission has
been to improve technical
manufacturing conditions to
ensure large scale production of reproducible and reliable homeopathic medicines. Since we control the
entire production process –
from the source of raw material to what the patient consumes, we can ensure that the
patient receives an uncontaminated product of consistent purity and quality.”
Mr Surana said, “With
economic growth and rising
life-style and education levels, Indian consumers are becoming more demanding
and more appreciative of
world class quality. Our research with consumers
shows that they appreciate
the quality and innovation in
our products.”

each of our ventures. The
plan of involving convicts in
an apparel making activity
seemed so striking to us, that
we had a discussion with the
Government of West Bengal
about the whole idea and
with their prompt response,
we set the whole thing up. We
provided sewing machines
and handlooms to fifty prisoners who would be involved
in this project, there will be
special orientation classes as
workshops to train these people so that the finished work
can be sublime and aesthetically appreciable. The whole
collection is hand woven.
Through this initiative, Turtle wants to epitomize the
fact that as a brand, Turtle
has always been constant
about setting trends, be it in
the world of fashion, or the
society at large”, said Mr
Jhunjhunwalla. “We always
strive to uplift the level of
the lives of the prisoners. By
means of producing apparel,
they will feel more acceptable to the society as this collection will be on sale once
emerged and commoners will
be donning them. This is a
great initiative that has taken
place, hope this activity inspires the inmates to find
new hopes and they feel contented by whatever little
contribution they can make
towards the society”, said Mr
Gupta.

Dr
Vivekananda
Chakraborty, President’s
Award winner Archeolo gist
Muhammad Yasin Pathan,
educationist & journalist

Bansal Classes
based in Kota

Akhil Bandhu Mahapatra,
poet and quiz master Santu
Jana and Shiksharatna
Sushmita Ghosh Mandal.
Also, those who scored to bag



the first, second and third
place in Madhyamin and
Uchhamadhyamik examinations were felicitated on this
day.

LYRICAL NIGHT OF SILENCE

Night silent singing lyrical song..
Beautiful moon full shining above..
Casting golden beam on sea dark deep down there..
Thinking of you lyrical silence like sweet song here..
Pristine silence whispering winds..
Breaking with force of love touching..
Leaves of grand Pipal tree standing fir m in winds..
Soft delicate leaves like heartbroken keep falling..
Walking in Mount Harriet National Park..
Watching moon beautiful with heart at spark..
Beautiful mystifying nature dark..
Black stone or Kala Pathar weeping in dark..
Brave young souls sacrificing..
Life for the sake of Nation..
Great sons thinking of freedom at last..
When pushed down the Kala Pathar crying seldom..
Great souls sacrificing all..
Lost life in free air all..
Sound of freedom heard everywhere..
Beautiful Mount Harriet is where..
Long dark night of past finally over..
Moon beautiful shining now everywhere..
Motivating us to build the nation..
In homage to great martyred sons of nation..
United we standing while moon shining..
Brave only ready and willing sacrificing..
All for the sake of country never complaining..
Sun bright sure to rise tomorrow if all keep working..

Bansal Classes organized a special program, connecting
the top students of schools. This test will happen in 55 districts across India. The objective was to identify & encourage the meritorious students in your school to excel further in their academic lives.
As a part of this event, they conducted a Special Test
for all these students in Class IX to XII (only Maths and
Biology students of Class XI and XII) students. The Top
3 Students from each district received a cash prize of
Rs.5100 (1st Prize), Rs.3100 (2nd Prize) and Rs.2100 (3rd
Prize) respectively and 5 consolations prizes.
The written test covered General Knowledge, Maths,
Science, Reasoning, etc. The duration of the written test
will be 40 minutes. After the 1st Phase of the Test, the passed
out students enrolled to the next level test. In the 2nd Phase
of the test students had a chance to win prizes and also
got the opportunity to attend the special counselling session with the Top Faculties of Bansal Classes. In the 2nd
Phase every students got the Medals & Certificate.
Schools – Birla High School, St. Thomas Boys High
School, South City International School.
Principal’s Name Birla High School – Ms. Loveleen Saigal
South City International School – Mr. John Bagul

Building nation stronger than ever..
Wiping tears with love bringing cheers crying never..
Countrymen all smiling on each other..
Brick by brick building nation with willing care..
Lyrical night of silence passing by..
Moments in history heard here goneby..
Nation first me later fragrance sweet here..
Motto of life for Indians here felt everywhere..
A day shall sure be coming..
If not now sooner than ever..
National tricolor fluttering in fervour..
High in sky higher than ever..!!!
(Yogesh)
Additional Principal Chief Conservator of
Forests(Wildlife)

Vijay Jain's Workshop on Vastu & Numerology
Vijay Jain, eminent Vastu &
Numerology Consultant
held a workshop in a renowned North Calcutta auditorium recently.
Vijay Jain stated that
Vastushastra is an ancient Indian science of harmony and
prosperous living by eliminating negative and enhancing positive energy around
us. There are certain rules
which need to follow while
making a building, like sizes
of rooms, thickness of walls,
length and breadth etc. It
helps the person to live a
peaceful life.
Numerology is the universal language of numbers.
By breaking down the patterns of the universe into
numbers, we are able to uncover information about the
world as a whole, as well as
every individual.
Vastu & Numerology are
interconnected.
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Kanyashree Library inaugurated
Recently, in Jhar gram’s
Topshia of Gopiballabhpur
Block-2, a library and reading room was inaugurated
for girls. At the same time, a
documentary pertaining to
tourism “Ghar Hote Sudhu
Dui Pa” was also inaugurated. More than 3000
K a n y a s h r e e ’ s
Gopiballabhpur Block-2 can
avail related reading material from this library and
reading room in the course of
preparing for competitive examinations. Alongwith this,
the library will also have
story books, poetry collections, essays and literary
books too.
Present on the occasion were
additional DM Kaushik Pal,
Jhargram
SDM
Nakulchandra Mahato, folk
culture researcher Dr
Madhup Dey, President’s National Teacher Award winner and Rabindra researcher

Turtle ties up with Correctional Admin
dept to launch Tailor Training Initiative
tion, Gover nment of West
Bengal, Sanjoy Mukherjee,
Principal Secretary, Department of Correctional Administration, Arun Kumar Gupta,
OSD & Ex-Officio DG & IG of
Correctional Services, West
Bengal
&
Sanjay
Jhunjhunwalla, Chairman,
Director & Founder, Turtle
Limited were present for the
occasion. On approaching
The Gover nment of West
Bengal, they have arranged
for a special set up inside
Presidency Correctional
Home, providing sewing machines and looms to around
fifty inmates who would
learn sewing and making
clothes that will be available
in all the flagship stores of
Turtle as a special collection
from the month of August.
According to Turtle, this
move will help the inmates
to be freed from their captivity and accelerate the level
of their acceptance in the
society. “Tur tle as a brand
has emerged over the years
and we believe in making a
change to the society through
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Vijay Jain is an expert in
using the Pyramid concept in
Vastushastra. Pyramids work
as an antenna to bring in cosmic energ y. Placing pyramids in the four corners of
house helps deflect the negative energy and improve
positive energy flow. He further added that Vastushastra
is the science of directions

that also aims at creating sustainable positive energies
essentially required for a
sound health. Vastu talks
about the energies and works
on the philosophy of positive
& negative energies. It is
quite possible to provide
services to clients who are
far away, without having
physical proximity.
Vastu principles are used
to improve all spheres of life
like Health, Finance, Relations, Education, Business,
etc. As per Vijay Jain, currently in India, approximately 40-50% persons are
following Vastu & Numerology and it will be 60-65% in
coming 3 years. Vijay Jain
also appealed to non-believers that they should understand the subject scientifically first and then evaluate
results, irrespective of their
personal belief, likes or dislike.
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